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On the night after Election Day 1980, at a concert in Tempe, Arizona, Bruce Springsteen 

told the crowd, “I don’t know what you guys think about what happened last night, but I 

think it’s pretty frightening.” As much as it did in Washington, Ronald Reagan’s victory 

had similarly seismic effects on popular culture. In novelties like Prince’s “Ronnie Talk 

to Russia” and Bonzo Goes to Washington’s “Five Minutes,” mockery was the first 

response.  

 

To matter in the American pop world sometime after 1983, songs needed to invoke a will 

to bigness, impervious to mockery. To sound big meant you had earned the right to sound 

big; to sound big meant you wanted listeners to think you were big. For most of the 

eighties’ most successful anthems, narrative was for wusses; the widescreen possibilities 

of digital recording and innovations in keyboard technology were perfect accompaniment 

to slogans that abjured complexity. Victory was inevitable, loss unimaginable.  

 

One of this category’s forerunners proved a model for what its successors would ignore. 

In the summer of 1983, Donna Summer’s “She Works Hard for the Money” chased Irene 

Cara’s “What a Feelin’” up the Billboard Hot 100. The latter soundtracked a Don 

Simpson and Jerry Bruckheimer picture whose influence lingered longer than its 

considerable box office. One of the first Hollywood hits cut to the jagged rhythms 

of  MTV videos, Flashdance envisioned blue collar work—in this case, Jennifer Beals as 

a steel worker, complete with acetylene torch—as a way station before the certainty of 

winning a dance competition and the reward of a husband white dude Michael Nouri, 

with a cute ass to boot.  

 

Insistent and unrelenting, “She Works Hard for the Money,” however, situates a character 

in a narrative. Co-writer Donna Summer depicts a woman who watches the clock in a 

daze, taking tips, wondering why some people seem to have everything. Each time 

producer Michael Omartian’s whip snap of a synthesizer line comes around it cracks 

closer to the ear of the woman in the story, a woman whom Summer based on a restroom 

attendant at Chasen’s. It’s the sound of a woman working on the chain gang. Unlike the 

songs we’ll discuss today, there is no sense that the “she” in Summer’s #3 chart smash 

lives a Cinderella story. What she has is a sense of self: “She’ll never sell out, she never 

will/not for those dollar bills,” Summer cries before the instrumental climax, as if forcing 

her character to believe these bromides at gunpoint.  

 

[Summer clip] 

 

“Selling out”—a term the Reagan administration turned on its head, as the eighties saw 

the greatest divesting of public monies, goods, and lands into the richest one percent in 

American history. As a ten-year-old in 1984, I couldn’t distinguish the Olympic Games 

in Los Angeles from the Reagan-Bush campaign. Indeed, they were stage managed in 

similar ways: dioramas of preening, hysterical shows of patriotism—patriotism sold as 



loyalty to the grinning, crinkly Ronald Reagan.  “We’d run an issueless campaign,” 

campaign manager Ed Rollins admitted later. “There was no second-term plan.”  

 

The band Survivor had specialized in spectacle and issueless campaigns too. Scoring a #1 

in 1982 with the meathead Rocky III anthem “Eye of the Tiger,” they returned in 1985 

with another Sylvester Stallone-commissioned tub of guts called “Burning Heart.” In the 

movie it’s set to the sequence in which Rocky Balboa, crushed by the death of pal Apollo 

Creed, agrees to fly to the Soviet Union in the dead of winter to meet Draco, played by 

Dolph Lundgren as a hood ornament carved out of gay Leninist fantasies. Filmed when 

Mikhail Gorbachev waited for Soviet premier Konstantin Chernenko to die, there was no 

sense in Rocky IV that the Cold War would thaw—“Two worlds collide, a battle of 

nations,” Jim Jamison sang ominously. “It’s the battle of wills, the heat of attack,” 

Jamison sings over hi-hats and a bass that never let up. A year earlier, taking nothing for 

granted, the Reagan campaign had turned the hapless Walter Mondale into what Rollins 

called “the Darth Vader of American politics.”  A pity “Burning Heart” couldn’t have 

blasted as Ron and Nancy went on stage.  

 

[“Burning Heart”] 

 

But it wasn’t a boys’ club either. Pat Benatar got her last top ten that summer with the 

Holly Knight-Mike Chapman’s “Invincible,” commissioned for the promptly forgotten 

Helen Slater vehicle The Legend of Billie Jean. What’s the movie about? The minx-eyed 

Christian Slater making the mistake of challenging a local tough over a bike. Well, Helen 

Slater puts a stop to that, an example of Reaganism with unisex appeal. Of course 

“Invincible” matches it in histrionics—it boasts a singer with a four-octave range. “What 

are we waiting for?” Benatar demands over a walloping beat that’s a kind of New Wave 

on anabolic steroids. Her question goes unanswered because it answers itself: the man in 

the White House said to put our faith not in federal or state authorities, the latter 

represented by the inept local cop played by Peter Coyote, but in ourselves. It doesn’t 

matter if we fail, for according to “Invincible“’s most spectacular bit of incoherence, 

“With the power of conviction there is no sacrifice.” 

 

[play “Invisible”] 

 

But 1985 was also the year of the Reagan White House’s worst public relations calamity 

until Iran-Contra broke sixteen months later. Responding to a request by German 

chancellor Helmut Kohl to honor the war dead at Bitburg Cemetery, Reagan learned not 

long before the event that the dead also included Waffen-SS. Panicked aides urged him to 

reconsider. Nancy was recuited. The president was immoveable. Not only did he, as he 

put it, “owe Helmut one,” but, after all, the Nazi troops “were as much the victims of 

Hitler” as the Jews murdered in concentration camps—a statement that no less than 

polysyllabic bootlicker George Will condemned for its  “moral chaos.” 

 

Bitburg provoked global condemnation, and in a way the fact that the catastrophe 

happened in April at the same time USA for Africa was assuring listeners that We Are 

the World showed how the solipsism of pop stars and a genuine belief in a transnational 



ecumenicism dovetailed with Reaganism’s beloved moral equivalences. The first musical 

response came from a band whose lead singer was already flirting with the conservatism 

he would fully embrace in the decade before his death in 2001.The arrangement of The 

Ramones’ “Bonzo Goes to Bitburg” doesn’t flirt with the sound of 1985—it jumps on its 

lap. Producer/co-writer Jean Beauvoir, who boasts KISS’ Paul Stanley on his resume, 

applies a layer of oleaginous synth gunk, through which Ritchie Ramone does his 

damnest to mimic a drummer instead of a drum program.  

 

I would argue that “Bonzo” gains from knowledge of Johnny Ramone’s rightward turn; 

what sounded well-meaning but nattering and inchoate in 1985 becomes a honest 

statement of confusion in 2017. “I don’t understand, my brain is hangin’ upside down,” 

Ramone sings over and over, using the tone of a spurned lover or disappointed voter, a 

man who learned the news like millions of others not from an editorial in the New York 

Times or an essay in Dissent but on TV. 

 

“We had watched Reagan going to visit the SS cemetery on TV and were disgusted,” 
Joey said at the time. “We're all good Americans, but Reagan's thing was like forgive 
and forget. How can you forget six million people being gassed and roasted?” 
 

 

---- 

At the peak of their critical adulation in 1983, the L.A. band X wrote a song called "I 

Must Not Think Bad Thoughts" in which they lamented the domination of British acts on 

commercial radio over bands like, well, X. But there's enough unease in Exene Cervenka  

and John Doe's voices to suggest that they weren't being xenophobic, just tired of being 

four albums into a career with no hint of multiplatinum or "Do You Really Want To Hurt 

Me?"). 

 

It took the rock crit community several years to evince a shift toward parochialism, 

jingoistic fervor, and even paranoia that met its match in the red, white, and blue bunting 

decorating the 1984 Republican National Convention in Dallas and the sepia-tinged 

Reagan-Bush campaign ads shown that year, in which two dozen white people and 

perhaps one Puerto Rican-looking kid, possibly chosen because he looked like he could 

pass for a member of Menudo, revel in going to work, getting married, and raising flags 

outside log cabins.  

 

Yet after years of dealing with English kids with eyeliner and Roland Jupiter keyboards 

and Australians with lamentable dance moves and worse gastronomic habits on MTV, the 

rock press had had enough. By mid-decade politically liberal rock critics praised 

American roots rock like William F. Buckley did tax cuts. Reading Rolling Stone and 

Spin in 1985, it was impossible to miss the sense that writers and editors really wanted 

American roots rock and the so-called country neo-traditionalists to take off—to rebuke 

several years of sexual ambiguity and non-acoustic experiments. Reviews of Lone Justice 

and the Blasters described British synth pop like the Reagan administration did 

Communism: a sinister influence requiring extirpation.  

 



This Big Country review, published at the height of the so-called Second British 

Invasion, was the opening salvo in the American reaction to Eurythmics, Human League, 

Culture Club, and other synth-fag acts responsible for what he calls “the cheap, received 

decadence that disfigures so much current Anglo pop.” 

 

Here's a big-noise guitar band from Britain that blows the knobs off all the synth-pop 

diddlers and fake-funk frauds who are cluttering up the charts these days. (9/13/83) 

 

Now Kurt Loder’s other reviews from this period aren't quite this cranky. A few weeks 

later Rolling Stone ran a Boy George cover story, as if in penance. Yay capitalism! 

 

Less than two years later, Parke Puterbaugh in the same magazine praised the much-

hyped Lone Justice in similar terms: 

 

If you want to hear great original music without having to buy cheap foreign imports, 

there's just one place to go: West, young man. Lone Justice is the latest major-label 

contender on the growing list of left-coast bands who possess a panoramic vision and a 

thoroughgoing passion for American roots music 

 

Look to the language, as Orwell once wrote. Adopting lingo that Don Draper and his 

crew would recognize, two different writers don't analyze these records so much as sell 

them. And the music community colluded. However you define roots-rock, I'm not sure if 

said definition is catholic enough to include songwriting and production assists from the 

Tom Petty axis and Little Steven Van Zandt, whose participation should tell you 

something about the politics: the decade's cadre of multiplatinum geezers and geezers-in-

waiting wanted to take back the night from those limey fruits; they wanted a return to 

1981, when AOR ruled the earth and MTV was briefly theirs.  

 

What sticks with me is the determination of the rockcrit establishment to promote 

shibboleths of how rock music is supposed to work and how listeners are supposed to 

appreciate it. Since minor bands, even good ones, become empty vessels waiting to be 

filled, they allowed themselves to become flagbearers for these ideas, and why not? 

Bands want promotion. So if your name is Jason, and you lead a group of Nashville 

guitar slingers called the Scorchers that sound like Hank Williams played at punk speed, 

you'll let RS interview you for its roots-rock story. If you're a bizzer for life like John 

Hiatt, you make the switch from journeyman to fellow traveler faster than switching 

record labels. Whatever works. If promoting authenticity is your métier, then any Yankee 

will do. 

 

Because that was the problem: listening to the first Lone Justice album now (apparently it 

was a big deal in college radio and rockcrit circles in 1985) and watching the band's 

videos, the pomp and eyeliner against which these earnest kids were reacting is all there 

anyway: earrings, synthesizers, and drums that may or may not be programmed, so loud 

that no wonder Maria McKee shouted so much. But it's American excess, not British – 

why did we need British fags with synths and drum machines when we can promote our 

own? 

http://www.rollingstone.com/reviews/album/250904/review/5944030/thecrossing
http://www.rollingstone.com/artists/lonejustice/albums/album/183291/review/5943589/lone_justice


 

[“Ways to be Wicked” clip] 

 

------ 

 

The ability to purchase teenage favorites on a newer, cleaner, upwardly mobile medium, 

combined with a generational self-regard that saw its tastes and biases reflected in  the 

mass culture they now inhabited, led to one of the more deplorable trends in the mid to 

late eighties. 

 

[play “Stand by Me”] 

 

Returning to the top ten 26 years after its first release, Ben E. King’s evergreen served as 

the emotional linchpin for Rob Reiner’s adaptation of Stephen King’s “The Body.” In its 

last scene, the adult protagonist, played by Richard Dreyfuss, uses the latest 

technology—a word processor with snot-green letters—to commemorate the dead River 

Phoenix with the following sentence: “I never had any friends later on like the ones I had 

when I was twelve. Jesus, does anyone?” This is Reaganism distilled to its nineteen-word 

essence: nostalgia for a time that never existed; nostalgia for a fiction.  

 

The next three years saw an explosion of interest in the touchstones of boomer childhood. 

Following “Stand By Me” into the charts was the Beatles’ “Twist and Shout,” reactivated 

by Ferris Bueller’s Day Off, whose protagonist is such a adorable, appalling little shit 

that it’s a pity he didn’t work as an aide to Michael Deaver or James Baker.  

 

The trend would continue well into 1989, thanks to the unexpected box office 

phenomenon called Dirty Dancing. Its two soundtracks wrapped new tunes made for pop 

radio by the bedroom wall poster likes of Eric Carmen, Bill Medley and Jennifer Warnes, 

and Patrick Swayze around a bevy of boomer hits. Over the next year American radio 

listeners heard “Do You Love Me” and “Wipe-Out” become hits again, and although they 

weren’t singles “Be My Baby,” Maurice Williams and the Zodiacs’ “Stay” and Bruce 

Channel’s “Hey! Baby” benefitted from renewed interest.  A couple of months into 1988, 

even Louis Armstrong’s “What a Wonderful World” got a few turns on radio stations, 

thanks to its airing in Robin Williams’ late 1987 hit Good Morning, Vietnam. At least the 

Monkees revival stoked interest in an unfairly disparaged or neglected body of work. 

 

I’m not suggesting that succumbing to nostalgia makes one a conservative or, to use a 

beloved Marxist adverb, objectively Reaganist. People can feel as old as they like. 

What’s striking about this re-animation of deadwood, however, is how it was both a 

conservative and defensive tactic. From the moment he campaigned for governor in 1966, 

Ronald Reagan loved using the counterculture as a punching bag—his strategy grabbed 

the votes of parents incensed with their children’s purported disrespect shown to the 

California university system and love of country. The strategy also produced sour but 

effective quips, for example, “A hippie is someone who looks like Tarzan, walks like 

Jane and smells like Cheetah.” A devotee of Franklin Roosevelt until the end of his grip 



on sanity, Reagan insisted he was out to dismantle the Great Society, the moment when 

the welfare state impinged on states’ abilities to starve the poor or ignore the homeless.   

 

In 1987, the young he’d mocked were parents themselves, controlling the culture 

industry. By playing these older songs, MTV and contemporary hits radio reclaimed the 

parts of boomer history dismissed by Reagan’s generation. It was no coincidence that 

these songs took off again as the Reagan presidency was waning. The dialectical tensions 

between the approaches are unmistakable, however: exploiting the power of a usable past 

for the purpose of illustrating the deficiencies of a new generation’s cultural capital is a 

classic conservative approach to affirming its right to rule. 

 

******** 

You can make the case that orthodoxies about rock hardened further after Nirvana 

introduced feedback, jeans, rebellion, and blond hair to the world; after all, a Democrat 

was in the White House, and a baby boomer Democrat at that. But that Democrat insisted 

on Fleetwood Mac playing at his first inaugural and that Democrat was William Jefferson 

Clinton, the product of the Third Way-Democratic Leadership Council meth lab of nu-

Reaganism.  

 

Record companies in the ‘90s, in search of other artistically credible cash cows, threw 

money at acts of marginal talent. Reaganism was as resilient in rock as it was in our 

political life: the president’s embrace of mythical verities dovetailed with a listenership 

wanting reassurance in the mythos of early rock ‘n’ roll. Do I mean Reagan or Clinton? 


